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STRIKES - AMAZONIA
Servers of Suframa coming into a State of strike this Tuesday (25)

In Parliament on Tuesday morning (25), the servers decided to enter in a State of strike, which is different from a strike in fact: there will be outages and public acts, but activities of the municipality will not be much affected. The servers understood that a total stoppage in this time of transition in the federal government wouldn't bring any breakthrough for the negotiations http://acritica.uol.com.br/noticias/Suframa-greve-sindframa-sindicato-zona_franca_0_1255074493.html

Representatives of industry and commerce are concerned about the risk of a strike of Suframa Possibility of new strike of employees be triggered on autarchy causes concern in trade and industry leaders

Manaus (AM), November 21, 2014
Last Wednesday, servers packed plenary Ruy Araujo in the Legislative Assembly, to discuss their problems (Antonio Lima)

Representatives of industry and Commerce of Amazonas mourn the imminent risk of the servers of the Manaus free Zone Superintendence (Suframa) go on strike. They claim that they understand the search for wage improvement and hope that the Federal Government raises awareness to the cause, but believe that the decision by the stoppage will bring huge losses to the economy.


Population of the East zone of Manaus angry with another stoppage on collective transport

Employees of the company Global Green crossed his arms and collective users are surprised by the strike. Angry passengers have closed the circle of São José preventing traffic

Manaus (AM), November 7, 2014
ACRITICA.COM

Traffic completely stopped the ball from San Jose via lock account by passengers enraged (Bhuvanagiri Silva)

The company’s Global Green road paralyzed the activities since the early hours of Friday (7) damaging the collective transport of Manaus. About 240 buses were parked in the garage of the company taking the population of the area east of the capital by surprise, causing great revolt of the users. At least 300 people at a bus stop near the ball of San Jose prevented the passage of vehicles in a protest over an outage.

According to information of the employees of Global Green, the strike takes place on account of non-payment of dissidio claimed by the category. Even still being in processing Labor Justice, the workers decided to sit back without warning the population that ended up being impaired.

At this time the Union of passenger Transport companies of the State of Amazonas (Sinetram) meets with representatives of the road trying to solve the standstill irregular.

Protest and revolt

Collective transport users that were caught by surprise with the stoppage of the road, in the form of a protest decided to close the Terminal 5, on the East side of the capital. At a bus stop near the Ball of the St. Joseph, about 300 passengers revolted because they were losing the work day decided to close the Alameda Cosme Ferreira preventing the transit of vehicles on the road.

The police was thrown and is trying to calm the mood of the population that is outraged with the surprise strike imposed by the road of Global Green. The traffic on the site which is typically loaded in the early hours of the day is even more complicated because of the wrath of passengers.

Position of the Union

The Vice President of the Sindicato dos carriage of Manaus, Elsa Oliveira, has spoken about the stoppage of the employees of the Global Green on Friday morning, saying that it is a splinter group of the movement of the category. “This is a group that thinks it can strike any way and at any time. They think they will get along well. We’re not going to support that kind of thing, ”said Oliveira.
Second Vice President, workers who crossed his arms are being commanded by a Commission created by Mayor Artur Neto to negotiate directly with the owners of the company, over the heads of the syndicate. According to Elsa, the claim of the strikers is being judged this Friday at the Court of the work and not reason for the outage.

"I wanted to see the Mayor (Artur Neto) go in the garage to resolve the matter. Since who is spearheading this (shutdown) is such a Commission created by him. If we were we in the Union, he would be calling us hooligans. But how is his crew, he doesn't even show up there to say anything, "said Elsa.

"In relation to what they are claiming on standstill, is on trial now. I'm here in court precisely following the trial of collective bargaining, which was supposed to happen in May and was rescheduled for today. They claimed that it was not at the (bargaining) agenda. There is no reason to have done this (shutdown), "concluded the trade unionist.

The city has not yet ruled on the road ' strike. About 250 thousand users of urban mass transit in the capital are being hampered by lack of buses.


Municipal guards do public act to collect the output of the Chief of the Military House of AM

Members of the Corporation charged in City Hall the exoneration of the Military Chief of staff, Colonel Fernando Farias, and threatened to paralyze activities

Manaus-AM, November 4, 2014

JANAÍNA ANDRADE

A group of 50 municipal guards occupied the Town Hall galleries of Manaus yesterday charging, among other things, the use of a firearm on duty (Vivke)

A day after the minibus which serves as the basis for the Municipal Guard was struck by three bullets, in the Ponta Negra Beach, members of the Corporation made a public act on Monday (3) charging the City Hall Chief of staff's resignation, Military Colonel Fernando Farias, and changes in working conditions. One of them concerns the use of a firearm during the service, which consists of law nº 1,332/2014, approved by Congress and sanctioned by the President Dilma Rousseff (PT).

Since the 9:0 of a group of 50 municipal guards occupied the plenary Legislative House. At 10:0, category representatives met with President of the CMM, Alderman Bosco Saraiva, the Mayor's leader in the House, Wilker Barreto (PHS) and the opposition Councillors Professor Ishak and Bibiano José (EN).


Servidores da Suframa fecham a BR-319 durante manifestação nesta quarta-feira (22)

Funcionários acusam Governo Federal de não cumprir acordos feitos durante greve realizada no início do ano. Se não houver providências, eles ameaçam paralisar novamente as atividades
Paralisação é a terceira ocorrida na Suframa em 2014 (Jaíze Alencar)

Cerca de 200 servidores da Superintendência da Zona Franca de Manaus (Suframa) estão fazendo uma manifestação na frente da autarquia, na rodovia BR-319 (Manaus-Porto Velho), na manhã desta quarta-feira (22). Segundo o Sindicato dos funcionários, eles reivindicam o cumprimento de uma série de acordos feitos com o Governo Federal no início do ano.

O protesto começou por volta de 8h30, e está previsto para durar até 11h. Esta já é a terceira paralisação da Suframa em 2014. Em outubro último, os servidores fizeram uma manifestação com o mesmo objetivo. Para dar fim à greve realizada em fevereiro deste ano, que durou até abril, o Ministério do Desenvolvimento, Indústria e Comércio (MDIC) prometeu revitalizar a estrutura da autarquia, que estaria cheia de problemas, como infiltrações, insetos e equipamentos defeituosos, além de criar um plano de cargos e salários e uma nova proposta orçamentária.

Federal police decide to paralyze activities on Wednesday (22), nationwide
According to Fenapef, the agents, registrars and federal papiloscopistas feel disenfranchised by the lack of commitment of the current Government
October 20, 2014

Provisional measure 657 is pointed to by federal police as the fuse of the strike (Disclosure)
In meetings held on 16 and 17, thousands of federal police across the country have decided to halt its activities during three days, from Wednesday. The strike for 72 hours-Wednesday, Thursday and Friday will begin with an act on Tuesday night, in all capitals.

The strikers complain of interference and lack of commitment of the current Government. According to the National Federation of Federal Police (Fenapef), agents, registrars and federal papiloscopistas feel disenfranchised, with salaries frozen for six years, and people are complaining about the lack of commitment of the current Government in relation to the agreement that ended the last strike in 2012.


Bank strike mainly affects the Central and metropolitan region of Manaus
Caixa Economica Federal and Banco do Brazil are among banks that paralyzed its activities in municipalities in the interior of the State. Some agencies located in neighborhoods of the capital still attend, but others must join the strike in a few days
Manaus (AM), October 2, 2014
MARIAH BRANDT

The Bank strike reaches its third day with negotiations stalled. (Euzivaldo Queiroz)

All agencies from the Centre of Manaus joined the Bank stoppage, which began last Tuesday (30) and follows by its third day in the Amazon and in various parts of Brazil. The agencies of HSBC, Santander and Banco da Amazônia, for example, are on strike throughout the capital. Already within the State, there is paralysis in all units of the Caixa Economica and Banco do Brazil, which stopped 100% in municipalities like Manacapuru and Presidente Figueiredo, accumulating these services users disorders in the metropolitan region.

According to the President of the Bank Workers Union of Amazonas (SEEB), Nindberg Barbosa, the strike is based on claims of wage adjustment of 12.5%, hiring more cashiers, security agencies and profit sharing. The Union also stresses the growing number of cases of bullying against banking on exercise.


Partial stoppage of postal workers comes to an end on Wednesday (24)
The company remains at the disposal of trade unions wishing to sign the agreement to extend all benefits earned to their bases
September 24, 2014
ACRITICA.COM

The movement, partial and short-lived, did not cause significant impact on the distribution of letters and parcels (ACRITICA/AC)

The four States still participated of partial outage at the post office decided to end the movement on Wednesday (24). The post office and the unions signed the collective work agreement, at its meeting in the Superior Labor Court.

The unions of Rondônia, Tocantins, Bauru (SP), São Paulo Capital, Rio Grande do Norte and Rio de Janeiro, the Finect, and the unions of Acre, Alagoas, Amapá, Brasília, Espírito Santo, Goiás, Juiz de Fora, Minas Gerais, Maranhão, Mato Grosso do Sul, Pará, Ribeirão Preto (SP), Uberaba (MG), Santa Maria (RS) and Santos (SP) closed the deal in the Superior Labor Court, in the
presence of the Vice-President of the TST, Minister Ives Gandra. These bases represent more than 70% of the employees.

Nurses make manifestation by approval of Law and charge more safety in UBS's
The syndicate of category gathered in front of City Hall and then followed to Cânara the city. Among the claims of workers are wage improvements Act approval and safety in the workplace
Manaus (AM), September 23, 2014
HASAN RASHID

Nurses gathered in front of City Hall and charged wage improvements and safety at the workplace. (Disclosure/Union of Nurses)

The Nurses ' Union in the State of Amazonas performs a demonstration on Tuesday morning (23), in front of the City Hall of Manaus, Brazil Avenue, neighborhood Compenses, in the West zone of the city. The workers charge by the municipality approval into law of the Restructuring Plan of positions, careers and grants (Pccs/2014) that, according to their category, are in processing since 2008-in addition to asking for security jobs.

Representatives of the category called only the representatives of the Municipal Health Secretariat (Semsa) to participate in the Act, which they themselves call themselves as "manifestation of Warning". At least 100 municipal servers participating in the movement which gathered in front of the headquarters of the Municipal Government. From there, the protesters marched to the City Hall of Manaus (CMM), Santo Antônio neighborhood, in the same area of the city.

Quick outage takes road population of surprise and 100 thousand people are hindered
Vega Transportation workers have promoted a quick stoppage, leaving residents of the northern zone of the capital without collectives. The strikers demand the payment of overtime and undue discounts in salary
Manaus (AM), September 11, 2014
ACRITICA.COM

Vega employees paralyse activities urban transport charging failure to pay overtime and undue discounts in salary. (Luiz Vasconcelos)

The Road Transport paralyzed activities in Vega morning this Thursday (11), leaving residents of the northern zone of Manaus without urban mass transit. The quick strike took the population of about 100 thousand people by surprise, since the category did not sign any of that stop 100% of the bus fleet of the company. According to the workers, the Act is due to the non-payment of overtime and wage undue discounts.

The company has about 110 collectives and operates in 15 lines in the northern zone of the city abragendo, mainly, the neighborhoods of Santa Etelvina, Manoa and Again Israel. Early in the morning, the bus stops of this Amazonian capital region were full of passengers, who were unaware of the stoppage.

TRT-AM servers make Labor Forum outage of Manaus, this Thursday (4)
The demonstration in favor of labor improvements effective servers must halt work on the TRT for the morning

Manaus (AM), September 3, 2014
ACRITICA.COM *

Regional Labor Court for the eleventh region (TRT) at rua Ferreira Pena, Centre of Manaus (Disclosure)

The servers of the labour courts of the 11th region (TRT 11) promote this Thursday (4), from the 8:0, a blackout at the headquarters of the Labor Forum of Manaus, located on the corner of Ferreira Pena and Silva Ramos, Center of the city. The action is part of the national mobilization for approving the plan of jobs and salaries of category (PL 6613/09), still in course in Congress.


Paralisação de professores deixa alunos fora das salas

Professores da rede municipal de Iranduba acampados em frente à sede da prefeitura reivindicam férias dos servidores administrativos de 2013, o repasse dos valores descontados com empréstimo consignado, a prestação de contas do Fundeb, falta de merenda escolar e de transporte para os estudantes

Manaus (AM), 25 de Agosto de 2014

Stoppage of teachers let students out of the classrooms

Paralização já vinha sendo cogitada por professores que não conseguem audiência com o prefeito do município (Luiz Vasconcelos)

Os professores e servidores administrativos das escolas municipais de Iranduba (a 27 quilômetros de Manaus) iniciaram, ontem, uma paralisação que só deve terminar quando uma comissão for recebida pelo prefeito do município, Xinaik Medeiros (PTB). Com 10 pautas de reivindicação, aproximadamente 200 professores estão acampados na praça dos Três Poderes.

Segundo a delegada do Sindicato dos Trabalhadores em Educação do Amazonas (Sinteam), Marcília Pizano, a última reunião com o prefeito aconteceu em junho e lá ele prometeu que muitos problemas seriam resolvidos, porém isso não aconteceu e desde então a categoria não foi mais recebida. “Acabou o diálogo, nós tentamos de todas as formas conversar, mas não fomos mais recebidos”, disse.
Teachers of the municipal network of Iranduba camped in front of the headquarters of the City Hall demanding vacation of administrative servers from 2013, the transfer of discounted values with a secured loan, the accountability of Fundeb, lack of school meals and transport for students.

Manaus (AM), August 25, 2014

JESSICA VALDEZ

Deadlock was already under consideration by professors who can't audience with the Mayor of the municipality (Luiz Vasconcelos)

Teachers and administrative servers of the municipal schools of Iranduba (the 27 kilometers from Manaus) started yesterday, a stoppage which should only end when a Commission is received by the Mayor of the municipality, Xinaik Mann (PTB). With 10 staves of claim, approximately 200 teachers are camped in the Plaza of the three powers.

According to the Deputy of the Sindicato dos Trabalhadores em Educação do Amazonas (Sinteam), Masoud Pizano, the last meeting with the Mayor happened in June and there he promised that many problems would be solved, but this has not happened and since then the category hasn't been received. "Just the dialogue, we tried in every way to talk, but we haven't received any more," he said.

http://acritica.uol.com.br/noticias/Paralisacao-professores-deixa-alunos-salas_0_1199880041.html

Employees of Suframa make manifestation during the CAS meeting this Thursday (14)

Servers took tracks for the auditorium to protest the precarious physical structure of the company, which has not been improved after the strike of this year.

Manaus (AM), August 14, 2014

LI RAO

Act was peaceful, with demonstrators expressing their dissatisfaction through tracks (Antonio Menezes)

Officials of the Superintendence of the Manaus duty free zone (Suframa) entered the meeting of the Board of Directors of autarky (CAS) on the morning of Thursday (14), to protest by improvements in physical facilities of the company, a requirement of the strike this year that has not been answered. In the Act, Pacific, they occupied the chairs in the auditorium where the event happened and took tracks with the claims.

According to the Director of the Union of Suframa Servers (Sindframa), Sidney Nunes Magalhães, currently there are a number of problems in the way the workers’ daily chores. "We don’t have, for example, a reprography. If a server needs to take a xerox of a document, it simply won't make it. Also there is an infestation of rats in the halls, the structure of the internet sucks, crashes all the time, anyway, a series of simple problems that current management has no desire to solve ", complains.

http://acritica.uol.com.br/maunaus/Funcionarios-Suframa-manifestacao-manha_0_1193280679.html

Bus strike in Manaus without end forecast even after meeting at MPT

An agreement signed between MPT and road was taken to their approval in the garages of the bus companies. The outage began on Tuesday morning (15) and affected about 350 thousand people in the capital.

Manaus (AM), July 15, 2014

Residents who use buses to areas north, East and West were harmed (Luiz Vasconcelos)
The illegal stoppage of carriage of Manaus occurred throughout this Tuesday (15) has not yet come to an end, and this should occur only on Wednesday morning (16). The workers were meeting into the night in the garages of the companies to try to approve a proposal made by the Ministry of Labor (MPT), after meeting occurred until the 8:30 pm between the road and the entrepreneurs.

The halt was made by employees of Global companies and St. Peter and affected about 350 thousand people using the service in areas north, East and West of the capital. The strike cases were not closed, the President of the transport workers Union of Manaus (STTRM), Givancir Oliveira, could be arrested and fined r $ 50 thousand every hour. [http://acritica.uol.com.br/manaus/Encerra-paralisacao-Manaus-MPT-empresarios_0_1175282510.html](http://acritica.uol.com.br/manaus/Encerra-paralisacao-Manaus-MPT-empresarios_0_1175282510.html)

**Experts are not received by the Governor and threaten to paralyze the activities on Wednesday. According to Director of Apoeam, the category is planning a "stoppage of occupation" If you can’t have a dialogue with the Government**

Manaus (AM), July 7, 2014

LUCAS GARDEN

Experts are at the seat of the Government since the 9:0 (Disclosure)

After seeing each other outside the Civil Police restructuring, contemplated in the bill approved in the Legislative Assembly of the State of Amazonas (Aleam) last Thursday (3), PC experts are once again adrift: until the closure of this matter, they were not received by Governor José Melo, who had agreed to receive them this Monday (7) for a meeting.

The Government, for its part, reported that it is still evaluating the proposals made by the civilian police and experts shall decide as soon as you complete the study. [http://acritica.uol.com.br/manaus/Peritos-recebidos-Governador-atividades-quarta-feira_0_1170482970.html](http://acritica.uol.com.br/manaus/Peritos-recebidos-Governador-atividades-quarta-feira_0_1170482970.html)

**Experts of the AM enter into permanent state of manifestation with operation ' Obey the law '**

The official Amazon experts decided that only will perform local expertise of violent crime if you have this in place a police chief. The decision was made at a meeting held with the presence of criminal experts, odontologists and examiners

Manaus (AM), June 7, 2014

The Association of government experts of Amazonas (Apoeam) declared a State of permanent demonstration since the morning this Saturday (5) until, according to them, the "Government of Amazonas resume negotiations aimed at isonômico wage treatment with other categories of Civil Police". Meanwhile, professionals have decided that only will perform local expertise of violent crime if you have this in place a police chief.

The category has complained that stayed out of the bill approved in the Legislative Assembly of the State of Amazonas (Aleam) which provides for the restructuring of the State Civil Police, but which granted wage increases only to investigators, clerks and delegates of the institution.

The Apoeam States that delegates, researchers and registrars have had wage increases with percentages ranging from 50 to 70%, while experts were excluded from readjustment (Bill No. 214/14, voted on the last day 3). The Government experts claim that the State Government also fulfill the art. 3 of State law 2875/04, which ensures administrative autonomy to the technical and scientific Police Department and is being reneged on.
During the period of the exhibition, criminal experts, médico-legistas and odontolegistas will only procedures that are in full accordance with the law by understanding that the Government commits “disrespectful and discriminatory act, never before seen in the history of the State of Amazonas,” according to statement sent to the press
http://acritica.uol.com.br/manaus/Peritos-Oficiais-Amazonas-Manifestacao-Permanente_0_1169883011.html

Employees of boi Garantido burn allegories in Parintins against back pay
Champion of 2014, guaranteed not paid wages of workers who provided services at festivals this year and last year. In response, the MPT has retained sponsorship resources of the party

Manaus (AM), July 1, 2014
VINICIUS LEAL

They burned the allegories used at this year’s festival, which ended last Sunday (29) (Euzivaldo Queiroz)

More than 180 of boi Garantido pushers who worked moving and riding floats before and during the 49th Folklife Festival, for 12 days, protested against the direction of the party of the “Ox of the commoners, on the afternoon of Tuesday (1st), in Parintins (370 km of Manaus). Some of them burned pieces of styrofoam and allegorical parts used at this year’s festival on account of the delay in payment for the service provided to the College. The festival ended on Sunday (29), where Guaranteed received the title of champion of 2014.

Four people were arrested suspected of inciting the demonstration: a suspected fire in an allegory, another for being suspected of hitting a policeman with a piece of wood and two others by inciting movement. All they complain because they have not received within the time limit, until today, the salary of R $ 630 for services rendered in the 49th Festival, plus $ 200 late of the 48th Festival in 2013.

About 300 thousand workers are seeking wage increases, among other benefits, in Manaus
They are distributed in various sectors and categories, some of them have already started negotiations with the employers, in search of benefits in General

June 25, 2014
JULIANA GERALDO

Approximately 80 thousand employees hope to achieve with the employers a 12% increase on wages (Antonio Lima)

The end of the first semester is approaching and with it the beginning of a calendar already known of meetings to define the collective agreements of several labor categories that act in Manaus.

With the deadline, more than 300 thousand workers move through unions, to try to negotiate with the employers, salary adjustments and benefits such as food and health plans.
Only in the industrial segment, 130 thousand workers represented by the syndicate of the metalurgists of Amazonas (‘Metalworkers Union-Am) begin preparations to initiate a marathon of meetings, by the employer class seeking wage improvements. According to the President of the entity, Valdemir Santana, this year, the election is for a wage increase of 13.85%, with real gains of 4 percent for workers.

According to him, will also be requested maternity leave for a period of six months, dental care and crèche. "Some of these benefits are provided by some companies, but not for others. We want them to be guaranteed to all ", detailed Santana, who added that until next Friday will be with the calendar of meetings closed by the employer class.


**Construction workers close Avenue in front of the Arena from Amazon in protest**

Constantino Nery Avenue, one of the main access routes into the World Cup Stadium and that connects the North zone in the Centre, was closed by the workers. They require increased 11% in salaries, basket and health plan

Manaus (AM), June 11, 2014
VINICIUS LEAL

Video Audio Gallery Infographics

Cones and other objects were used by protesters to close access to the site (Euzivaldo Queiroz)

The three days of the first World Cup game in Manaus, about 1,000 construction workers of the Amazons were disbarred, on Wednesday morning (11), the Avenue in front of the Stadium Arena da Amazonia Vivaldo Lima, where stage will be the matches between World selections. Among the demands, protesters want mostly the 11% increase in wages, plus $ 83 of food basket and health plan.

Constantino Nery Avenue, one of the main access routes into the World Cup Stadium and that connects the North to the Centre of the capital, was closed by the workers. To ease the congestion in the area, a transit scheme was set up by agents of the Manaunstrans: vehicles towards Neighborhood/Center had to "give back" behind the Arena, using avenues Lorises Cordovil, Samba and Pedro Teixeira.


**Police officers approve call of strike**

According to the President of Sinpol, the strike will occur if the Government did not answer the claims of category until June 9

Manaus (AM), May 31, 2014

Police officers gathered at Union Headquarters this morning to discuss the claims (Luiz Vasconcelos)

Around 10:0 a.m. this Saturday (31), the Unions of officials of Civil Police of the State of Amazonas (Sinpol), at a meeting held at its headquarters, approved the indicative of civilian police officers’ strike if the Government did not answer the claims of category until June 9. "Let’s wait until that date and, if we don’t get a deal, we will begin the strike at 72 h in obedience to the
statutory period concerning strikes of essential service providers,” said Marcio Maia, President of Sinpol.

The main claim of the policemen’s salaries match positions of clerk and investigator with the Office of expert. In addition, they want the reform of law of promotions. "Our law is promotions of 1993. Is an archaic law, which gives a lot of margin for arbitrariness and that needs to be changed urgently, “said Marcio. Are also on the agenda for a new tender for the class and the readjustment of the food stamps of $ 220, which is paid for eight years, to $ 565,30.

http://acritica.uol.com.br/manaus/Policiais-civis-aprovam-indicativo-greve_0_1148285183.html

OTHER PROTESTS

Motorcycle taxi drivers protesting irregular for more jobs on the streets of Manaus
In the search for regulation of activity, category—which has 13 thousand "pirates"-promotes protest to pressure City Hall and City Hall of Manaus and extend term of Municipal Urban transport Superintendency to suit the standards set
Manaus (AM), November 24, 2014
JANAÍNA ANDRADE AND VINICIUS LEAL

About 200 motorcycle taxi drivers press the Executive branch in an attempt to increase both the number of slots as the deadline for regularisation (Janaína Andrade)

About 200 motorcycle taxi drivers gathered in the late morning of Monday (24) in front of the City Hall of Manaus (CMM), located in the West zone of the city, claiming the extension of the deadline for the regularization of the license of the profession. The category required the presence of the aldermen, denying reunite with the Presidency of the House. With the negative, led the "constant" for the Pefeitura of Manaus, located on avenida Brazil, neighborhood Compenses, also on the West side.

"We're family, we have bills to pay and we need to work with dignity,” cried the leaders of the movement, through the microphone, on top of a car sound that drove the motorcade. The pros traveled the main routes from the city centre, as Eduardo Ribeiro Avenue, before going to the West side.

An ING Sistemas, whose name has not been revealed by colleagues, when you release a firework, ended up wielding incorrectly the object and was hurt badly. He was taken to a local hospital. It was after the accident that the demonstrators decided to go to the seat of the Town Hall, causing a major traffic jam in the area.

Currently, 1,679 million motorcycle taxi drivers are enabled to provide passenger service in Manaus, and approximately 13 thousand are still circulating on the streets as "pirates”. The line passed through a public tender in April this year, where were offered vacancies, but only 3,303 1,679 of them managed to meet all the requirements of the law.

http://acritica.uol.com.br/manaus/Mototaxistas-manifestam-Camara-Prefeitura-conseguir_0_1254474557.html

Motorcycle taxis failed in bidding held new protest in front of the SMTU, in Manaus
Demonstration mobilized about 60 bikers in front of the headquarters of the organ. Workers require a new deadline for fitness accessories. Organ reported that still lacks a positioning

Manaus (AM), October 3, 2014

Group rallied in front of the organ to require new bidding (Cinthia Guimarães)
Dozens of motorcycle taxi drivers who were not selected in public bidding for do not meet the requirements held a new demonstration in the morning this Friday (3), which ended in front of the Municipal Urban transport Superintendency (SMTU), in the Center-South Zone of Manaus. The President of the category States that they require a new bid from City Hall to settle. The SMTU reported that does not yet have a position on the issues raised.

Despite being part of the group, the President of the State Union of motorcycle taxis, Orlando Banana, criticised the Act promoted by, according to him, about 60 bikers. "It is impossible to extend this deadline. The SMTU has already given six months to register, but many people have not yet sought enabling or resolve the backlogs. The city has been conducting seizure of motorcycles and documentation to not create confusion," he explained.


Protesto pelo impeachtment da presidente Dilma Rousseff realizado no dia 1º na avenida paulista em São Paulo (SP). Outras capitais também tiveram manifestações (Fernando Zamora-AE)

Political scientists classify groups that call for military intervention as unimpressive
To listen to experts for criticism, there is no risk of a new coup in the current political climate in the country
Manaus (AM), November 10, 2014

Protest by the impeachment of President Dilma Rousseff held on 1st on avenida paulista in São Paulo (SP). Other capitals also had demonstrations (Fernando Zamora-AE)

In the year when the military coup of 1964 completed 50 years which resulted in 20 years of dictatorship, the Brazil attended, last week, a series of demonstrations, which, among other things, called for a new military intervention. To listen to experts for criticism, there is no risk of a new coup in the current political climate in the country.

Professor at the Federal University of Amazonas (Ufam), doctor in sociology, Marcelo Seraphic, stated that the "apparent bias" that occurred in the election favored the manifestation of reactionary groups. "That were always present in the reality of the country, but now found themselves in political conditions to express themselves in a more open," added the professor.

For Marcelo Seraphic, two theses guide these groups. A more conservative argues that the Brazil was undergoing a process of "bolivarização or venezuelização". "Hyperbole, exaggeration, because we are far from that," he said.

According to the sociologist, the other is that Brazil is on the verge of a coup. "I believe that these two guidelines do not reflect the protests we've seen in the country since 1994 and that have intensified in the past four years because of the crisis and how the Government responded to her. People took to the streets calling for the guarantee of their basic rights. What we see is an embarrassment of Government in taking on these causes and a base that does not keep its commitments," he said.


Residents protest during inauguration of work of Prosamim in Igarapé do 40
The completion of the second stage of the works of the road system of the Forty, located in Japiim, South zone, did not solve problems of flooding of houses, according to residents who charged the State Government solutions

PERLA SOARES July 1, 2014

Governor José Manuel listens and promises residents solve problems (Luiz Vasconcelos)

The second stage of the works of the road system of the Forty, in Manaus, was opened on the morning of Monday (30) under protests from residents, who complained of the negative effects of the work, because of flooding in the houses at Bayou. Another problem is the sewage pipe construction goes straight to their house. Some residents held a demonstration in the hour in which the ruled Jose Melo was inaugurating the viaduct.

Deborah Peace da Silva, 48, resident of Bayou, was with poster and screamed saying, that the work was just a makeup, because the problems, in fact, had not been resolved, leaving residents more concerned. "I've been last year Omar (former Governor) in my house and he saw the situation, said that this would be resolved when the viaduct was completed, but today it just got worse," he said.

The goal of the work, according to the Government, is to sanitize, and retrieve more degraded snippets urbanize the area, improving the quality of life of the population, and also provide an expressway, linking the Industrial District to the city centre. But the result did not please the locals. "Once the machines began to pass, the streets were destroyed and there was no reconstruction, how they are advertising. My home flooding any rain and the galleries lead to rotten water into my house, "said housewife Santana Felix, 60.


CNN’s journalists are injured during protests in Brazil against the World Cup

According to CNN, police used tear gas against the group that tried to block runways near the Arena Corinthians, the Day where will be held the initial match between Brazil and Croatia

Brasília (DF), June 12, 2014
KELLY OLIVEIRA (AGÊNCIA BRASIL)

Video Audio Gallery Infographics

Two journalists from the American CNN TV station were injured in the Thursday morning (12), in the city of São Paulo (SP) during clashes between the military police shock troops with a group of demonstrators who protest against holding the World Cup in Brazil. This afternoon, in São Paulo, will be held the first game of the World Cup.

According to CNN, police used tear gas against the group that tried to block runways near the Arena Corinthians, the Day where will be held the initial match between Brazil and Croatia. According to the CNN broadcaster, reporter Shasta Darlington suffered a small cut on her arm and the producer Barbara Arvanitidis was hit in the wrist.

About 200 people took part in the Act "without rights will not Have World Cup", organized through social networks. The cops shot several moral effect pumps to contain demonstrators on the street, in the immediate vicinity of Apucarana Carrão of São Paulo metro. The police surrounded the station and try to prevent the protest reaches Radial Avenue East.

http://acritica.uol.com.br/noticias/jornalistas-CNN-feridas-protestos-SP_0_1155484457.html

Pharmacists and pharmacy course students protest against MP 653/14

This Wednesday (19), in Brasília, a Joint Committee of the Senate will vote in favour or against the report on the provisional measure (MP)
The exhibition seeks to sensitize the Senate to prevent the population lose access to pharmaceutical assistance (Disclosure)

Professionals and students of pharmacy in various educational institutions in Manaus have mobilized during every Tuesday (18), in front of the headquarters of the Regional Council of pharmacy of the State of Amazonas (CRF/AM) for performing act against provisional measure (MP) 653/2014, which relaxes the pharmacist in small pharmacies. The MP is against the law, which recognizes 13,021/2014 the mandatory presence of a pharmacist and transforms the drugstores in health establishments.

This Wednesday (19), in Brasilia, a Joint Committee of the Senate will vote in favour or against the report on the provisional measure (MP). Pharmaceutical entities around the Brasi, including the CRF/AM and Syndicate of pharmacists of Amazonas (SINFAR/AM) protest against concessions to the retail sector.

The Rapporteur of the Joint Committee, Congressman Intan (PMDB/PB), acknowledges that the mandatory attendance of pharmacist, pursuant to Law 13,021/2014, makes the dispensation of medicines safer and of better quality.

http://acritica.uol.com.br/noticias/Farmaceuticos-estudantes-farmacia-protestam-MP_0_1250874952.html

Event that calls for impeachment of President Dilma Rousseff met 160 people in Manaus
Dressed in the colors of the Brazilian flag, protesters arrived to say that are the new painted faces

November 16, 2014
LUCIANO FALBO

Protesters smoking cigar with Panama-style hats to young skinheads, the protest by the impeachment of the President re-elected, Dilma Rousseff (PT), brought together approximately 160 people in the Centre of Manaus on the afternoon of Saturday (15). Dressed in the colors of the Brazilian flag, protesters arrived to say that are the new painted faces.

The evangelical pastor Afrânio Araújo, 60, said the agenda of the movement has three main fundamentals: "the irregularity of the PT to undergo the Foro de São Paulo, the scandal of 'Petrolão' and the public deficit". "The impeachment won't be here. This is a public movement that will fight for the National Congress, which represents us, listen to the demonstrations across the country and open up the process," said the religious leader, speaking.


Solon de Lucena students stop traffic in protest against thefts and trawlers at school
According to the 22nd IDPF, the thefts, which used to occur at the entrances and exits of shifts of the educational establishment, have created a climate of insecurity which led students to perform the Act

Manaus (AM), November 11, 2014
LUCAS GARDEN

About 150 students participated in the demonstration (Evandro Sandhu)
About 150 students of the Escola Estadual Solon de Lucena made a demonstration in front of the school, located on avenida Constantino Nery, bairro São Geraldo, Center-South Zone of Manaus, in protest at a wave of thefts and robberies that occurred at the site in trade shifts.

Second Lieutenant r. Fan, of the 22nd Company Community Interactive (Idpf), the thefts, which used to occur at the entrances and exits of shifts of the educational establishment, have created a climate of general insecurity. Some students arrived saying that bandits entered the school and were trawlers inside.


Public social networks is the most dissatisfied with the election results on the first day of the election

While the popular will chose the design of the President re-elected, the slice of society connected in social networks promoted a campaign of defamation and prejudice; check out

Manaus (AM), October 27, 2014
LI RAO AND MARIAH BRANDT

Voters made mounts suggesting Brazil split in two countries (Playback/Internet)

The site of the Superior Electoral Court (TSE) also publicised the partial result of the polls, on Sunday evening (26), when social networks already decretaam: "Dilma elected, shame the nation's Internet users". Of various classes, colours, social and geographical position, Brazilians were demonstrating against the result of the presidential elections of 2014-the point of who lives in the online world think there was some kind of scam or con.

Hashtags as #dilmanaomerepresenta, accompanied by texts loaded with insults, were widely used in all the major social networks, like Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. It wasn’t long before the final repudiation of messages of the election were transformed into speeches of hatred, prejudice and xenophobia. Northeasterners and northerners, as usual, were the main targets of resentment.
The hostility reached the point of several constituents suggest splitting the Country between States who chose Rousseff and States who chose Aetius, idea illustrated and shared by netizens.

A community on Facebook was also created for the impeachment of the President re-elected, with a March scheduled for 1 November, in São Paulo.

Representatives of the political class itself swelled the chorus, as the State representative Colonel Tiled, São Paulo PSDB, which irresponsibly wrote on Facebook: "four more years of corruption and misrule to Brazil. Congratulations to all who voted blank and void (sic), you condemned Brazil with its omission and cowardice. " He also said he was "sad, very sad" and that he thinks "the time has come to São Paulo to secede from the rest of the country". "The Brazil swallow this frog crossing", he concluded.

http://acritica.uol.com.br/noticias/Publico-sociais-insatisfeito resultado-eleicoes_0_1237676238.html

**Health professionals organize Act pró-Aécio Neves in front of the Teatro Amazonas**

Doctors, nurses, dentists and other health professionals focused on site around 9:0, in an act that was conducted simultaneously in all cities of the country.

Manaus (AM), October 18, 2014

LUCAS GARDEN *

Several students and health professionals of Manaus organized an act on behalf of the candidate for the Presidency of the Republic by PSDB, Aecio Neves, on this Saturday morning (18), day of Saint Luke, patron saint of physicians, in that the class also celebrates its day, they gathered in front of the Teatro Amazonas, at Largo de São Sebastião, historical and central point of capital, where he made speeches and recorded a video for the propaganda of the Toucan.

Doctors, nurses, dentists and other professionals focused on site around 9:0, in an act that was conducted simultaneously in all cities of the country, which also charged better conditions of health of Brazil.

"The Government of the UK has been the executioner of doctors in recent times. Many issues such as the medical Act, the need to regulate the profession, was somehow retaliated with some vetoes. Then had the 'more doctors'. Not that we're against the arrival of the doctors from abroad, but by law enforcement of Guidelines and Bases which provides that for any professional who graduate abroad must take a test of revalidation of diploma. This unfortunately has not been fulfilled," said Mario Viana, President of the doctors' Syndicate of Amazonas (Simeam), which also highlighted the low investment in health as a cause of dissatisfaction of the class with the current Government.

Some professionals from the Municipal Health Secretariat (Semsa) were also present, including the head of the folder, Homero de Miranda lion. The Mayor of Manaus Artur Neto also attended.

In all, about 200 people attended the peaceful Act.


**On teachers' day, teachers perform demonstration in search of improvements in classrooms**

Day to reflect and protest: professionals from the municipal and State education networks leverage data in their honor to collect better working conditions.

Manaus (AM), October 14, 2014

FLORÊNCIO MOSQUE
During the mobilization, specific guidelines will be presented to claim for municipal and State departments of education. (Luiz Vasconcelos)

Teachers of the municipal and State education networks will take advantage of the date dedicated to honor teaching professionals to protest, demanding better working conditions. The demonstration, led by the Association of teachers in Struggle Movement from Manaus (Asprom), will be held from 8:0, at praça Heliodoro Balbi, known as police square, downtown.

The idea is to show that there is no reason to celebrate the date, in the midst of series of difficulties faced by teachers. According to the Coordinator of Asprom, Lambert Melo, teacher’s day is a fight date of category to have conquered rights are met.

During mobilization, will be presented to claim specific tariffs the municipal secretariats (Semed) and statewide (Seduc) of education.

According to the Coordinator of Asprom, Lambert Melo, since March that the State Government does not honor with commitments with the category in the Legislative Assembly of Amazonas (ALE-AM). One of them is the wage rate, which was 10%, but that, according to Lambert, the State is paying only 5.61%, being that teachers want the readjustment is fulfilled in its entirety.

Also for the State, the Coordinator stated that the approved claims and should be in effect, as the application of food stamps, transportation assistance and collective pedagogical work time (HTPC) in which the teacher can use one third of the workday to plan their classes, are not being fulfilled.

[Link](http://acritica.uol.com.br/manaus/Professores-docentes-realizam-manifestacao-melhorias_0_1229877045.html)

**Homosexuals do protest and ' beijaço ' across the street from Levy Fidelix this Saturday (4)**

To demonstrate dissatisfaction concerning the candidate’s speech the President duranter the political debate, considered homophobic, participants protested and promoted a collective Kiss October 4, 2014

MULKA-AGÊNCIA BRASIL

Levy Fidelix candidate could not be found to comment on the demonstration (Disclosure)

Members of the LGBT population advocacy groups (lesbian, gay, and transgender bisexuais) made this Saturday (4) a peaceful act in front of the building where resides the candidate for the Presidency of the Republic, Levy Fidelix (PSDC), that during debate in a television station made statements considered homophobic.

To demonstrate dissatisfaction concerning the candidate's words, participants made speeches and kissed during the demonstration. A member of one of the groups organizers, the lawyer Luiz Arruda, 37 years, emphasized that Fidelix Brazilians entered the House through a public concession of television to say that homosexuals should be persecuted, separated from society and who were sick. "We did talk a little to him as is our love, which is a beautiful thing and there’s nothing sick, dirty".


**Demonstrators close highway in protest at AM-070**

The dumping of 12 families living in communities in January seeing the ext led the protest, which left the slow traffic on the road

September 22, 2014

PERLA SOARES
The action was in protest against the eviction of 12 families in the locality (Luke Scott)

The residents of ten communities located in January seeing the Ext, at km of Highway 8 AM-070 (Manoel Urbano) blocked, with banners and signs, both sides of the track for an hour, causing a traffic jam on the road on the morning of Monday (22). The action was in protest against the eviction of 12 families in the locality.

According to the farmer Robervalter Ferreira da Silva, 51, families already live in the area for over 25 years and this is not an invasion. "Many here already have the title of the land and others are waiting for the National Institute of colonization and agrarian reform (Incra) documentation to prove they are there on a regular basis," said Robervalter.

According to the farmer Antonio Carlos Goncalves, 40, of Sunrise Valley Community, about 10 thousand families are being removed from the area and having their definitive titles canceled by Incra. "They're evicting little by little to no confusion. Arrive with the injunctions in the evening and families stay with no place to go," said Antonio, in saying that he was one of the residents who received the injunction. "I live for 20 years here. I don't have the documentation, but entered the process for usocapião of the area and now they will overthrow everything I planted," he lamented.


Lack of energy generates fight between residents of the East zone and PM's
Residents of Zombie I, without electricity for four days, threatened to set fire in Amazon Energy car. According to local residents, the military police was truculent and arrived shooting in the air to contain the situation

Manaus (AM), September 14, 2014
HASAN RASHID

Confusion and squabble between residents and police in the Zombie (I) due to the lack of light on a street in the neighborhood. (Márcio Silva)

About 30 residents of the neighborhood Zombie I, on the East side of Manaus, did protest and threatened to burn down a unit of Eletrobras Amazon Energy on Sunday night (14), if the power on the street where they live was not restored.

Beleaguered at the moment, workers of the concessionaire had to call the police to intervene in the case. Two military police vehicles have been displaced to the region and the climate was tense.

According to the June 1st Street resident, Ana Rita Teixeira, of 48 years, the place has been without power since last Thursday (11), when a transformer just burning. After several calls to the call center for Amazon energy, around 6:00 pm this Sunday (14), a patrol car arrived at the scene to try to solve the problem, but failed. The fact the inhabitants revolted the street who rebelled and besieged the vehicle preventing it from leaving the site.

Most exalted residents covered the car the dealership branches and trunks and threatened to fire if another vehicle was called to resolve the problem. Officers of the 25th Community Interactive Company (Idpf) were driven to maintain order and monitor the situation. Second Officer William
Santos, the vehicle arrived at the scene at around 8:0 pm and was received the stones by residents, who in the darkness they could not identify the attackers. 

Social organizations promote ' national week of struggle for Democratic political reform ' from September 1st, in the AM

Movement has goal to conquer 70 thousand signatures to review project of the Brazilian political system; proposal includes the popular consultations

Manaus (AM), August 30, 2014
JANAÍNA ANDRADE

About 90 thousand demonstrators took to the streets of Manaus, in June last year, following national movement of protests by ethics in politics, corruption and social ills (Antonio Menezes: June 19, 2013)

Civil society organizations intend to raise, in Amazonas State, 70 thousand signatures in national week of struggle for political reform. The movement advocates the introduction of a "Popular Initiative Bill of Democratic political reform and Clean Elections" and the "Popular Referendum for an Exclusive and sovereign Constituent of the political system".

Across the country, more than 400 entities expect to get 10 million signatures from 1° to 7 of September with the support of more than a thousand popular committees. The National Conference of Bishops of Brazil (CNBB), the Bar Association of Brazil (OAB), Landless Workers' movement (MST) and Central Única dos Trabalhadores (CUT) are some of the moves involved.

Symbolic act held this Thursday (7), in Manaus, asking for women's rights

Maria da Penha Law complete 8 years. With images of victims of violence, protesters charged by Justice. Such was the case with Luanna Berenice, killed with seven shots by the former

Family members and relatives of victims expressed at the station (Antonio Menezes)

Dozens of people were present on the morning of Thursday (7) at the headquarters of the station specialized in Crimes against women (DECCM), in Manaus, during symbolic act by 8 years of existence of the Maria da Penha Law, and in protest for ensuring women’s rights. They did a prayer wheel at the station as an act of manifestation.
Representatives of entities of protection and defense of women and politicians of the Amazons brought posters with images of women who were victims of violence committed by men. As the case of Luanna Berenice Gonzaga das Neves, 23, dead on June 21 with seven shots fired by her companion.

Relatives and friends of the victims were also present. During the Act, protesters held a prayer and also showed dissatisfaction about the slowness of legal proceedings in defense of women, against structural deficiency of public agencies on women’s defence and against the impunity of aggressors.

Brazilians and descendants of Palestinians in the Amazon for the end of the confrontation in Gaza

Members of the Arab community in the Amazon had support of Brazilians in a demonstration held on Friday (01), in the Centre of Manaus, to ask for the end of the conflict in the Gaza Strip, exacerbated last month.

Catholics in the North Avenue closed in protest against land invasion of Church, in Manaus

They denounce the invasion and deforestation of a green area on the Avenue G, new city I, which would be part occupied by St. Matthew Church and part of the city of Manaus.

Demonstrators protesting against blackout in Itacoatiara, the 177 kilometers from Manaus

According to police, a maintenance on one of the turbines that provides power substations for the municipality caused the interruption of service.

June 25, 2014
ACRITICA.COM

Video Audio Gallery Infographics

Rocam policiou the surroundings of the city of Itacoatiara to contain possible new demonstrations (Disclosure)

In the early hours of this Tuesday (24), about 25 people have promoted a mutiny to protest the interruption of the electricity supply in the town of Itacoatiara (the 177 kilometers from Manaus).

According to the military police, the energy started to wobble around and around 10:00 pm 11:00 pm, a general blackout began. The city has 86,839 inhabitants, according to the Brazilian Institute of geography and statistics (IBGE). Around 2:00, a group of protesters gathered on city streets and angry, started against the integrity of some buildings.

As the battalion commander of Itacoatiara, Captain Zelian, the Municipal Government of the city, an agency of Banco da Amazônia (Basa), a Honda Motorcycle dealership, and the Mayor’s home were stoned by protesters. According to the police authority, the town hall was pinned, having the word “crap” writing on the wall.
The captain of the PM reported that the situation was contained at around 4:30, resulting in the arrest of professor Aldemar Cruz, 35, who, in his words, was the Member who urged the crowd to commit the depredations.

"What happened was a maintenance of substation turbines located in the field of company Decar, on the road to Itapiranga, which provides power for the city," explained the captain.

"Nobody warned us about maintenance, otherwise we would have prepared the population of beforehand. Since 10:0, we’re having a systematic rationing in which, every two hours, certain areas of the city are without power, because the service at the substation is still under completion. From what I understand, the situation should last until at least noon on Wednesday (25), "he added.

The captain said although the protesters have promised new actions for the night this Tuesday (24), but did nothing. "Anyway, I called in reinforcements from Ronda Ostensible Cândido Mariano (Rocam) and the tactical force to contain any action of them" reported.

Wanted by the ACRITICA.COM team to talk about the situation in the municipality of Itacoatiara, Amazonas energy Eletrobrás manifested itself until the closure of this matter.

Blackouts in Manaus

Also on the evening of 23, residents of the neighborhood Osvaldo Fleet, in the northern zone of Manaus, closed one of the main streets to protest against the constant power outages in the area. According to police, police, various pieces of wood, electronics and appliance and furniture were burned by protesters.

Before that, the last day 11, the eve of the opening of the World Cup, a lightning bolt struck the subtransmission line of 69 kV IF Manaus/new town caused a blackout in almost all of the North zone of Manaus, the most populous of the city, leaving about 103 million people without power. The service was stopped from 5:0 pm until around 10:0 pm.

http://acritica.uol.com.br/noticias/Manifestantes-protestam-Itacoatiara-quilometros-Manaus_0_1162683768.html

After game between England and Italy, group performs protest near the Arena

Among the claims, questioning movement expenses made during the World Cup. "We’re not here to attack anyone," says one of the members

Manaus (AM), June 14, 2014
OSVALDO NETO *

Video Audio Gallery Infographics

About 20 people exhibit posters questioning the World Cup legacy in Manaus (Dayana Daide)

A group composed mainly of students held a peaceful protest near the Arena Amazonia, on avenida Constantino Nery, Center-South Zone of Manaus, after the game between England and Italy on Saturday (14). About 20 people from the movement "Comes To Manaus Street" question of public power World’s legacy in Manaus. The military police (PM) accompanies the movement.

Displaying posters charging public funding for the Federal University of Amazonas (UFAM) and the improvements brought by the World Cup, for example, the Group focuses around the stadium. While not blocking the Avenue, the military police (PM) raided the movement’s members and formed a barrier to prevent the approach of the output location of the fans.
Demonstrators protest by improvements in the city in front of the Arena from Amazon

The fact that Manaus have been without the monorail announced years ago was a major complaint of the protesters

Manaus (AM), June 12, 2014
LUCAS GARDEN *

Demonstration in front of the Arena of the Amazon had little accession but a lot of creativity (playback/Facebook)

About 40 people if concetraram on the curb of avenida Constantino Nery, West Central Zone of Manaus, in front of the Arena Amazonia, to protest against the lack of investment in various sectors of the country such as health, infrastructure and education.

The demonstrators are protesting against the use, according to them, abusive of money for the World Cup, but that ended up not resulting in benefits to the population.

"They promised that the legacy of the World Cup would be the monorail, was not created, and here we are protesting peacefully for it," said Julio Cesar, student, driving a replica of monorail announced to Manaus.

 Strikes – Sao Paulo

Metalworkers decide to end strike at Embraer
Rodrigo Rezende

The Steelworkers ' strike of Embraer in Sao Jose dos Campos (97 km from SP) was closed yesterday.

The company says the outage was a Union movement and, therefore, will not take the four days of officials.

According to the Steelworkers Union of São José dos Campos, the strike ended because the company pressured employees to return to work.

"We intend to begin another strike this week or next, Eugênio de Melo and drives Eleb of Embraer (both located in São José dos Campos)," says the Vice President of the Union, Herbert Clear da Silva.

"We don't want to spend Christmas without the wage adjustment," he says.

Athletes from Lusa strike for wages
After being demoted to Serie C, the Portuguese only sees their problems increase.

Even with five games for the Serie B, one of them on Saturday, the players decided to go on strike and not trained yesterday.

Read more news from Portugal
Why are the wages and the lack of positioning on the Board – President Ilídio Lycus should go to CT today to talk with athletes.

The Now established that there are players with up to five months without receive, and that they will not train at the club until the situation is regularized.

In addition, the group became quite upset with statements by Ilídio Lycus, who criticized the quality of the team.

Patients have to clean hospital
Lais Cattassini 10/24/2014

After the strike of employees of cleaning the Hospital Municipal de São Vicente, São Paulo coast, patients and escorts began to clean rooms and clean beds.

The stoppage began last weekend.

According to the City Hall, the situation must be normalized until tomorrow.

According to patients, the bin used by doctors and nurses was heaped in dumps and dirt put patients at risk.

The work should be carried out by the company Qualitécnica, which claims not to have received financial allocation from City Hall.

Strike affects payment of accounts in banks
Rodrigo Rezende 02/10/2014

The number of agencies and administrative centers closed to public and private banks of every country was 7,673 yesterday, about one-third of the total (22,987), according to the Contrabassoon-CUT (National Confederation of Financial Sector workers).

It was the second day of banking strike. They want readjustment of 12.5%. Banks offer 7.35%.

In Sao Paulo, the capital's agencies of 2,900 557, of Osasco and 15 cities in the region were closed, according to the local Union of category.

An obstacle for the consumer is paying the bills or account with value above the maximum limit allowed on ATMs or banking.
Servers of the Federal Court must stop today
Vanessa Sarzedas  20/08/2014

The servers of the judiciary of São Paulo Federal promise to go on strike starting today by creating a plan of wage replacement.

According to the Sintrajud (Federal Judiciary workers' Union), the last plan of jobs and salaries was approved in 2006.

The workers intend to do pressure to approve a bill of 2009 restructuring jobs and salaries.

A calculation done by the Sintrajud shows that, today, the servers receive 70.47% 2006 earnings.

The inflation of the period was 57.76%, second index used by the Dieese.

University Hospital ceases to receive patients because of the strike
Folha de S. Paulo  10/08/2014

The HU (University Hospital) of USP has tightened since the night before last attendance in the ER. The Director says that the strike of the employees of the University prevents attendance occurs normally.

According to the direction of the hospital, patients rescued by the fire brigade and the Samu (Mobile emergency Attendance service) have been more taken to the unit.

The Medical Director of HU, José Piñata Otoch, claims he warned the services unable to meet due to the stoppage which, according to him, has intensified in recent days with the discount on the payroll of the strikers.

Unions take up campaigns after World Cup
Thiago Santos 7/11/2014

With the approaching end of the World Cup, the unions already plan to the resumption of their wage campaigns starting next week.

Many actions were halted during the World Cup because of the difficulty of mobilization, because of holidays and optional points.

The Press Office of the Sindsep (Union of Municipal de São Paulo Servers) classified as "tumultuous" period by outages for the games.

The category is in a State of strike – when the outage can be convened at any time – since the beginning of last month.

With the end of the World Cup, a meeting of strike command has already been scheduled for next Tuesday to set the next actions of servers.

The indices to be claimed may change due to agreements already approved for specific categories such as Education officials, who have had 15.38% increase in the form of allowance, with a plan of incorporation percentage of salaries, which will begin in may 2015.
**Other Protests Sao Paulo**

**Protest by bus drivers must halt traffic** 05/11/2014
Amanda Garcia and Rafael Ribeiro

Drivers and bus collectors will cross your arms today, from 10:00 noon, in protest against the attacks on registered collective in the capital.

The 32 terminals will be closed from the 10:00, and the collectives will stop in bus lanes or where they are, according to the Union of drivers and Collectors, what must complicate the traffic in the city.

The demonstration was scheduled to take up the 2:00 pm, but last night the Union reduced the duration of the Act, after meeting with the Department of public safety.

"We accept the call of the Secretary Fernando Grella, because he answered and accepted our demands," said Union President, Valdevan 90.

Among the requests are the creation of a police station to investigate the attacks and the formation of a Commission to work with members of the Government and the Union to act on crimes involving transportation.

Earlier, metrô and CPTM (Companhia Paulista de Trens Metropolitanos) announced reinforcement in the fleet, with trains reservations at strategic points during the Act.

**Protest death of Peddler has masked invasion**
Fabio Pagotto 9/21/2014

The rally organized by peddlers yesterday afternoon, in Lapa (West zone), in protest at the death of one of them (shot by a PM last Thursday), ended in vandalism after masked men invade the manifestation, tagging walls and breaking easels electioneering.

About 40 people attended the rally, organized by colleagues from street vendor Carlos Augusto Muniz Barnes, 30, killed with a shot in the face by a policeman on Thursday during an inspection of the Delegated Operation of PM.

A few street vendors took part in the action.

Most of the protesters were members of popular movements such as the free territory and the FIP (Independent Popular Front), and also from the supporters of the black bloc (which use the predation as a form of protest).

**Reply**

The advice of the military police informed the Now by phone that can only investigate complaints of Peddler Isaiah de Carvalho Brito, 24 years old, from the moment that he submit complaints to the internal affairs of the PM.
PFC Henry Bueno de Araújo, 31 years, said the shot that killed the street vendor Carlos Braga, 30 years old, was accidental.

He was booked in the Act for murder in the first degree (when there is intent to kill) and taken to the Presidio Romão Gomes, on the north side.


Protests with clashes close three subway stations
Folha de s. Paulo and UOL 6/13/2014

The first day of protests in Sao Paulo during the World Cup was marked by clashes between demonstrators and PMs and the closure of three stations of line 3-red of the subway and shopping Tatuapé, all on the East side.

At least 11 people were injured and two protestors were arrested accused by police of acting suspicious artifacts.

The clashes happened between the PM and a group of about 100 black blocs, who preach the predation as a form of protest.

They infiltrated two manifestations. The military police acted with force to avoid the Radial Leste lock.

The two acts were marked for at 10:0. On Carrão, the "great Act will not Have World Cup" was done by groups against the world.

In Birmingham, subway made demonstration against the dismissal of 42 colleagues.

Problem in Poupatempo delays unemployment insurance
Amanda Gomes 6/5/2014

A system crash More employment, Ministry of labour, has caused inconvenience to people who need to file for unemployment insurance, the units of capital Poupatempo.

There are 16 days the program does not work fully.

Yesterday, a few people did demonstration in front of the Santo Amaro station, which was delayed for two hours the start of the operation.

Only the unity of Lapa (in total there are six posts) was performing the service yesterday.

The unemployed 25-year-old Costa Ferreira, Ariana, was Monday in the Santo Amaro, but failed to make the request of benefit.

She said she arrived at the scene at 5:0 to get the password, but only the 7:0 withdrew the paper and had almost 500 people in front.

Reply
The Secretariat of State for public administration, responsible for Poupatempo, said that the problem in the system is a national and that all steps are being taken to reduce the disorders until the Ministry of labour report the date of the solution to the problem.

Although the Poupatempo confirm the fault, the Ministry says Sao Paulo had no trouble yesterday – just last week, because of a maintenance.  

**Business people protest closes the viaduto do Chá**
Folha de s. Paulo 5/31/2014

A protest by business people closed the viaduto do Chá, in the Centre of the capital, yesterday morning.

The demonstration took place because of the law that decreed the day June 12 holiday, date of opening of the World Cup, but ruled out the benefit.

According to the PM, about 400 protesters participated in the Act.

The traffic in the region recorded traffic congestion because of the demonstration.

The others claim that the exclusion of the category of the project approved in the Chamber will cause they have no entitlement to payment of overtime, exceptional power voucher for holidays and one day off.  

**Homeless protest for press Camera**
Folha de s. Paulo 5/29/2014

Members of the MTST (movement of homeless Workers) did last a demonstration and rally, which was the Republic square to the Town Hall in the Centre of the city, to press the Council become popular housing area a terrain that the homeless have invaded near the Fielzão (East SP), baptized the people Cup.

According to the motion, 3,500 people participated in the Act. The PM says there were a thousand people.

The manifestation of 4:30 pm to 6:30 pm closed a track of viaduto Jacareí, which gives access to the Chamber.

The pressure kicked in. A group of Councillors of the ruling base has undertaken to include in the project amendment that meets the claim.  

**Protest blocks marginal and closes stores on the West side**
Folha de s. Paulo 5/23/2014

A protest against the World Cup blocked the avenues Faria Lima, Cidade Jardim and the marginal Pinheiros, in the West zone of São Paulo, and made the region’s trade closing doors.

There was no confrontation or vandalism. The demonstration was organized by homeless people and societies against the world.
The military police estimated that 5,000 people have participated in the Act.

To the MTST (movement of homeless Workers), the number of protesters, most of them homeless, reached 20 thousand.

"Today is our third act. We want to bring the World Cup to the workers. Entrepreneurs and Fifa had their piece of the pie. The employee now wants his slice," said William Boulos, Coordinator of the MTST.

[Article Link]

**Homeless protest again and close the May 23**
Folha de s. Paulo 6/19/2014

After two weeks of truce, the homeless retook the protests for the approval of the master plan of the city of São Paulo and the reservation of more popular housing areas.

Yesterday, 3,000 members of MTST (movement of Homeless Workers), according to the PM, closed the May 23 for half an hour in an act that targeted both the Councillors as the builders.

The entity mentioned in 15 thousand demonstrators.

After Paradise station of the subway and close roads in the southern part, the demonstration made a siege to the headquarters of Secovi (housing Union), in Vila Clementino.

[Article Link]

**Graffiti artists are protesting City Hall**
Folha de s. Paulo 12/8/2014

About 60 street performers as graffiti artists, taggers and artists staged yesterday the "Ride on 23" to protest for being left out of a list of invited by the city of São Paulo to paint the murals May 23 Avenue. They went up the Avenue doing graffiti and tagging. Some spray-painted the facade of a building.

The road complex is the main and most bustling via between the South and North. It is therefore one of the most played by graffiti artists and taggers.

Under anonymity, one of the organizers of the event was that the goal was to claim more public space. "We claim plurality of style and more space for graffiti," he says. "The goal is to unite the graffiti artists and show that there is unity among us," says.

[Article Link]

**Groups protest against killing of young people by PMs**
Amanda Gomes 9/29/2014

Protesters closed roads, set fire to vehicles, attacked a civilian police cars and destroyed gates of condominiums in two protests against the deaths of young men in clashes with military police, in the East and West, in the early hours of yesterday.

Around midnight, a group of 50 people set fire to a car and a truck on the Avenue Jacu-peach, in Itaim Paulista (East zone).
According to the owner of the Corsa burned, protester threw rocks at his car and caused her to stop on the track.

The group, she reported to the police, stole his phone and R $ 60 one of the occupants of the vehicle and fired at the Corsa.

A truck that passed through was also stopped and burned.  

**Strikes - Rio de Janeiro**

**Strikes weigh in choosing students by universidades**  
September 30, 2014/education

Bárbara Ferreira Santos-O Estado de s. Paulo September 30, 2014 | 03:03 frequent Outages can do about giving up some institutions before even entering the public universities of the country, the candidates already care about the strikes. In this stage of preparation, one of the main questions is about how the school calendars  
http://www.aliberdade.com/?s=Greve&x=13&y=11

**By strike, part of USP’s courses have classes until fevereiro**  
September 23, 2014

Luiz Fernando Toledo and Víctor Vieira-O Estado de s. Paulo September 22, 2014 | 05:09 pm  
Letters, Pedagogy and Philosophy only close school year in 2015; in other units, calendar has not changed SÃO PAULO – With the resumption of classes at the University of São Paulo (USP), after nearly four months of strike [...]  
http://www.aliberdade.com/por-greve-parte-dos-cursos-da-usp-tera-aulas-ate-fevereiro/

**Libraries should not go on strike ′, says former Director of Brasiliana**  
August 31, 2014/education

O Estado de s. Paulo August 29, 2014 | 10:46 pm Carlos Guilherme Mota asked this week resignation from Office in the library Brasiliana Guita and José Mindlin, belonging to USP the historian Charles William Mays resigned on Friday, 29, from his post as Director of the library Brasiliana Guita and José Mindlin, which belongs to [...]  

**Subway workers SP decide to suspend greve**  
June 10, 2014/politics

BRUNO RIBEIRO – Agência Estado June 9, 2014 | 9:29 pm The subway decided to suspend Assembly late on Monday the strike started on Thursday. Pretty divided, officials decided to go back to work tomorrow, but have new Assembly scheduled for the 11 day and scheduled outage for 12 day, date of the opening of [...]  
http://www.aliberdade.com/metroviarios-de-sp-decidem-suspender-greve/

**On strike, teachers maintain camp in front of the Prefeitura**  
June 2, 2014
Other Protests - Rio de Janeiro

Public demonstration calling for new UPA is installed in Pottery
10/31/2014

After announcing the construction drive in the neighborhood for the first half of this year, the municipal government change project and decide to install the unit in the parking lot of Raul Sertã4

Today, 31, at 5:00 pm May 1st square, will be held the public act "UPA in Pottery – I support" to defend the proposal to install a unit of Ready attendance (UPA) in the neighborhood — because in new version released by the city, she is destined to be installed in the parking lot of the Municipal Hospital Raul Sertã. The purpose of the Act is to collect public signatures that will be delivered to Mayor Roger Cabral asking him to review the measure. The organizers are the Councillors Ricardo Figueira (SDP) and Dewey (PSB) truck. In addition to the population, were asked the Mayor, other Councillors, members of the Municipal Council of health and the Health Secretary, Luis Fernando Azevedo.

The deployment of the UPA in Pottery is an ancient struggle. In addition to meeting one of the largest neighborhoods of the town meeting also residents of the neighborhoods Cascatinha, Canon, sky Farm, Vargem Grande, São Luiz Site and surrounding communities. Despite the Protocol and the deployment of the second record UPA have been published in November 2013 in the Diário Oficial da União and polling has been made on the ground in Expressway, where it would be built, the announcement of the Mayor Roger Cabral, last September, that the UPA would no longer be built out of clay and Yes annexed to the Municipal Hospital Raul SertãHe took everyone in the neighborhood by surprise.

Residents charge termination of the work of the clinic
18/03/2014

Entitled to the traditional "happy birthday to you" and distribution of cake and Guarana, the residents of the District of Amparo organized a protest to mark a year since the building of the clinic should have been officially completed: March 15, 2013. Community leaders and residents of several neighborhoods of mixed district to a good number of Councillors and professionals of the press who attended the Act which, however, had no representatives of the Executive.

Residents hung colored balls on the front wall of the building and many posters, citing the lack of doctors and ambulance, the precariousness of the current station and the charging of continuation of works of the new post, which are stops. And asked: “after all, it’s for when the clinic? Exits or not? “.

**Strikes - Rio Grande do Sul**

**Road haulage strike Pellets ends after 13 days**
09/12/2014
Workers have accepted wage adjustment proposal of 8%

Workers have accepted wage adjustment proposal of 8% in addition to correction of benefits. Entrepreneurs also undertook to pay them for the days paralyzed. The syndicate of category claimed 12% increase.


**DMV servers strike suspends evidence of license**
28/11/2014
Services will be paralyzed in RS starting next Monday

Services such as theoretical and practical evidence from licenses, scheduled for the morning of Monday, will not run, according to the Union of DMV Servers Gaúcho. According to the President of the Sindet/RS, Maria Mridul Alves da Costa, the category want improvements in the career plan.


**Municipários doctors ' strike of Gravataí was suspended for 30 days**
31/10/2014
Professionals were hired after clinic closure

Professionals were hired after clinic closure.


**Protest of the judiciary servers deflagrates 12:0 am strike in Rio Grande do Sul**
29/10/2014

As Medical Union survey of Rio Grande do Sul (Simers), about 90% of the 160 doctors had joined the stoppage from Monday. Due to the strike, the city hired medical emergency form 12 to meet the demand in the four main basic health units and also in urgent and emergency services of the municipality.

The outage affected ten posts, a Psychosocial Attention Center (Caps 2) and in the Centre of specialties, there were no doctors working. The move didn't involve, however, other threads that serve on the network of the SUS, how the program more doctors and sub-contractors for a co-op. The doctors are demanding wage increases gazetted and the fulfillment of the promise of the Mayor to open negotiations on the plan of career.

Outage does not affect time limits for appeals, since 30% of employees perform customer service.

The Union of the servers of the Justice of the State of Rio Grande do Sul (Sindjus) points out that, while the magistrates receive new benefits, the remaining servers claim adjustments and improvements of working conditions a few years ago. Yet, according to the Press Secretary and Union Disclosure, Fabiano Marranghelo Zalazar, workers suffer pressures to join the strikes.

http://www.correiodopovo.com.br/Noticias/539654/Protesto-de-servidores-do-Judiciario-deflagra-greve-de-24-horas-no-RS

Banrisul's strike holds almost 50% of the agencies locked inside

Direction of the Bank filed to end economic bargaining negotiations

According to Banrisul, the net sum 479 branches in ground Gaúcho and 43 in different States of the country. On Tuesday, the State-owned bank joined the Regional Labor Court – 4th region, with the application for filing of economic bargaining, giving by extrajudicial negotiations closed with 24 Union bases who rejected yesterday the proposal submitted by the Bank in the last 10 days, during negotiation with the TRT.

The 15 bound banking unions that endorsed the proposal of the Bank (Alegrete, Cachoeira do Sul, Frederico Westphalen, Guaporé, Ijuí, Nova Prata, Santa Cruz do Sul, Santa Rosa, Santana do Livramento, São Borja, São Gabriel, São Luiz Gonzaga, Vale do Paranhana, Shark/SC and Curitiba/PR) are back to work, ensures the Banrisul.

In addition to an 8.5% increase in salaries, the servers are going to win wage exceeding $ 2,000 monthly, among other benefits.


Garis strike affects garbage collection in Canoes

Workers are demanding payment of the bargaining of category
Four quarters of Canoas, in the metropolitan region, have the garbage disposal harmed by garis strike since the end of the evening this Monday. The company’s workers are demanding payment of the Revita dissidio of category, which would not have been included in the September salaries.

In agreement with the municipality, the company ensured that will reimburse employees in cash, until noon Tuesday. It is expected that the cleaning service is standardised by the end of the night at the Center and neighborhoods Fatima, Harmony and Mathias Velho.

http://www.correiodopovo.com.br/Noticias/537629/Greve-de-garis-afeta-coleta-de-lixo-em-Canoas

Workers of the Salgado Filho do fifth strike in a year | Photo: Mauro Schaefer/CP Memory

Guaiaba 0ComentáriosRádio by Samantha Klein 06/10/2014

The fifth strike of the workers of the works of magnification from Salgado Filho airport in a year began on the morning of Monday. The 60 outsourced workers paralyzed for the same reasons previous protests. Because of this, the work must be completed only in the first half of 2017. The Open Space is the company responsible for the construction.

According to the workers, the food is of poor quality, as well as personal protective equipment, and the company does not pay the wages of integral form until the fifth business day. There are 45 days, when occurred the last strike of the workers, an agreement was signed between the open space and the outsourced to improve working conditions. On the occasion was authorized the inclusion of Construtora Damiani in the contract, but the problems persist.

As the President of the Union of workers of the Heavy Industries of the State of Rio Grande do Sul, Isabelino Garcia dos Santos, there still isn’t a Infraero positioning on the strike. "We are awaiting a decision of the company and of Infraero. The last time that the Faa notified the open space, there was no concrete result, " he said.

Infraero has not yet manifested itself about the stoppage, but the buildings to increase the terminal will be completed only in February 2017. The previous forecast was for delivery of the work in November 2016. The open space has been fined more than $ 160 thousand for disrespecting the delivery schedule of the work. The company catarinense began work in October last year.


Banking cross your arms from this Tuesday

29/09/2014
As Chairman, indignation of category must increase membership to strike

The people’s Bank 0ComentáriosCorreio unanimously confirmed the early strike from Tuesday. With the decision, most agencies must have the services affected. Among the claims, the category requires wage adjustments of 12.5%, increase in the value of the benefits and improvement of working conditions, through the end of the targets abusive and bullying.

As the President of the Bank Workers Union (SindBancários) in Porto Alegre and the Metropolitan region, Everton Gimenis, there is a climate of indignation in the agencies, which should ensure a higher membership category to strike, compared to last. "There has been a considerable increase in the number of banking with psychic diseases, due to the requirement of compliance with targets abusive and bullying suffered in the workplace," he said.
According to him, the duration of the strike will depend on the attitude of the Brazilian Federation of banks (Fenaban). The proposal submitted by the Fenaban, rejected by the National Command of the Bank was increased from 7% wage adjustment to 7.35% (0.94% real increase). But the items linked to working conditions, security and equality of opportunity, were ignored.

In Porto Alegre, the start of the strike should compromise the functioning of most banks. In the morning, customers were waiting for the opening of the agencies were unaware of the stoppage. Other advance payments, for fear of losses.


**On strike, postal servers focus on avenida Sertorius**

18/09/2014

Workers claim wage replacement and improvement in health plan

On strike, postal servers focus on avenida Sertorius | Photo: André Avila

Strikers are concentrated in the center of Postal Operations of Sertorius Avenue | Photo: André Avila

Mail servers that erupted the night strike this Wednesday | Photo: André Avila

Workers claim wage replacement and improvement in health plan | Photo: André Avila

"The direction of the post office didn’t answer our demands and not even close of our proposals. We want improvements in health insurance and a wage replacement ", stressed Rittmann. There is no forecast for the end of the strike. During the afternoon of Thursday, a new Assembly with the servers is selected to the Hall of Pompeii Church, in Porto Alegre. The Ellen-RS represents about 8 thousand servers in Rio Grande do Sul. There is still no precise information on the participation of employees in the interior, where regional assemblies are taking place.

The action is part of the national mobilization of category. According to the General Secretary of the postal workers’ Union of Rio Grande do Sul (Ellen-RS), Vitor Rittmann, six unions in the country are paralyzed. The novelty of this year’s strike that Rio de Janeiro and Sao Paulo, which previously stayed out of the movement, were the first to join.

The strike does not reach the mail servers of Alegrete, Cruz Alta, Ijuí, Panambi, Rosário do Sul, Santa Maria, Santa Rosa, Santana do Livramento, São Gabriel, Sant’angelo and Uruguaiana.


**Embraer’s metal workers threaten to go on strike**

24 de Setembro de 2014

In negotiating the entity proposed a rate of 5.35 percent, but workers are demanding an increase of at least 10%

Indicate Correct Comment back Embraer workers rejected, in Parliament held on Wednesday (24) the wage adjustment proposal presented Tuesday by the company, reported the syndicate of the
metalurgists of São José dos Campos and region (SindMetalSJC). In negotiation with the entity, the employers’ group of the aeronautical sector, led by Embraer, proposed a rate of 5.35 percent, but workers are demanding an increase of at least 10%.

This level of increase will be presented in counterproposal in the next round of negotiations, which are conducted in the Federação das Indústrias do Estado de São Paulo (Fiesp). The Union President, Antônio Ferreira de Barros, does not rule out a standstill, if there is no progress. “The Union is open to negotiation, but if Embraer continue with this proposal lowered, will be shutdown,” said in a note. According to SindMetalSJC, a notice of strike has already been filed at Fiesp, on 15 September.

Municipários that were on strike demanding compensation
09 de Setembro de 2014

Next meeting with the Executive must occur at the beginning of October

Through a collective action in the labour courts, the Sindicato dos Municipários de Pelotas (Simp) claims of municipal government compensation for servers that have joined the stoppage and to strike this year. The next meeting between the parties must occur at the beginning of October.

After two hearings, on 18 August there was a third. This time, attended by Mayor Eduardo Leite (PSDB). At the time, was given a deadline of 45 days for a new attempt at conciliation-priority in labor actions. In this case, it would occur with the payment of which was cashed.

Sanep strike heads for the 70th day

The Sanep officials claim 12.7% wage adjustment and in food stamps (photo: Carlos Queiroz-DP) Maintained indefinitely, the strike of the servers of the stand-alone service of water supply of pellets (Sanep) persists to cutting wages and committed part of the services of the municipality. The question remains of how far the category and the Government will measure strength and resilience, in an impasse which completes, this Thursday (24), 67 days.

The strikers will be, throughout the day, in front of the fountain of St. Daniel, explaining to the population about the claims. According to the President of the Union of Municipal sanitation
Servers of pellets (Simsapel), Renato Abreu, membership is still great. "We continue with regular meetings and facing what we consider intransigence at City Hall," said the Union leader.


IBGE officials’ strike lasted two months
24 de Julho de 2014

The demonstration prevented the full disclosure of unemployment data by the second month

Indicate Correct Comment back the strike of the employees of the Brazilian Institute of geography and statistics (IBGE), which has lasted nearly two months, prevented the regular collection of data in the metropolitan regions of Salvador and Porto Alegre and prevented the Office to disclose the average rate of unemployment in June, for the second consecutive month. With the stoppage, were available only the data from the metropolitan areas of Rio de Janeiro, Recife, São Paulo and Belo Horizonte.

Exceptionally, according to the IBGE, the Monthly Employment Survey (PME) of June was hampered by the delay in steps of collection, verification, review, analysis and evaluation of the quality of the data collected in its entirety. "Later, on a date not yet set, is scheduled to disclose the full details of June including the metropolitan regions of Salvador and Porto Alegre", clarifies the Institute.

http://www.diariopopular.com.br/index.php?n_sistema=3056&id_noticia=ODY1ODk=&id_area=Mg==

Traumatologists shall suspend the strike in Santa Casa
2 de Julho de 2014 - 11h39

The team has not yet received the back pay, but decided to give a vote of confidence in the direction of the hospital

The eight doctors traumatologists decided to suspend the strike broken out on Tuesday (1st) at the hospital Santa Casa de Misericordia de Pelotas. The information was confirmed at the end of Wednesday morning by the hospital administration. The team has not yet received the back pay, but decided to give a vote of confidence in the direction of the Holy House, which has already travelled to Porto Alegre, accompanied by the holder of the 3rd Regional Health Coordination, Milton Martins, in search of extra funds.


Policiais strike the river can stop the day 25
June 14, 2014

They remain indicative of strike if the Government does not approve Bill that provides gratification

Indicate Correct Comment back

The decision was taken by the police in the city category

Civil Police of Rio de Janeiro approved indicative of strike on Aug. 25. They will keep the decision if the State Government does not send to vote by the Legislative Council (Chamber), Bill incorporating the bonus salary they receive for working legal stations. The decision was made in Assembly of the category on Friday, police in the city.
The Government’s deadline is Aug. 24. If that doesn’t happen, the police intend to go on strike the next day, until the day 30, in the middle period of the World Cup.

The President of the police officers’ Union (Sindpol), Francisco Chao, said he believed that the State Government answer the plea of category. “The State Government is endeavoring to resolve this impasse, so that we need not materialize what was decided here today. The Governor himself said he will refer the project to the Chamber,” said.

According to Chao, a policeman at the beginning of their careers receive a salary of r $ 3.5 thousand and R $ 850.00 represents of total gratification. He explained that, if the police retire, between on medical leave or pregnant, lose the bonus.

[TAE’s strike comes to an end](http://www.diariopopular.com.br/index.php?n_sistema=3056&id_noticia=ODQ3Njc=&id_area=Mg==)

11 de Junho de 2014

Technical-administrative servers in education (TAE) Rio Grande Campus of IFRS were on strike since April 28

Indicate Correct Comment back The technical and administrative servers in education (TAE) Rio Grande Campus of the Instituto Federal de Educação, Ciência e Tecnologia do Rio Grande do Sul (IFRS), on strike since April 28, returned to the activities on last Tuesday, after agreement with the general direction.

About 80% of workers in the sector TAE participated in the last six weeks, the movement coordinated by the Technical-administrative staff association at the Federal University of Rio Grande (AptaFurg), based on the orientation of the national plenary of the Federation of Unions of technical-Administrative Brazilian universities (Fasubra), held in February.

[Prison staff on strike, 53 inmates escape from prison in Sergipe](http://www.diariopopular.com.br/index.php?n_sistema=3056&id_noticia=ODQ1OTQ=&id_area=Mg==)

June 11, 2014

According to the Department of Justice and consumer protection, some prisoners have been recaptured in the morning

Indicate Correct Comment back amid a strike of prison staff, 53 inmates fled at dawn on Wednesday (11) of the penitentiary of Tobias Barreto, the fourth largest in the State, located in the municipality of the same name, about 130 kilometers from Aracaju, Sergipe capital.

According to the Department of Justice and consumer protection, some prisoners have been recaptured in the morning.

According to the Inspector-General of the prison system of the State, Joselito Rezende, the leak occurred due to a “weakness” caused by the strike of almost 100% of prison staff. He told the agency that Brazil, to run, prisoners took advantage of the time when military police began to replace the strikers.

"As the abandonment of post by the servers, the military police did not have time to take control and there was a leak," said the Deputy. In a statement, the Department of Justice and consumer protection reported that the strike was illegal by State and Justice that will install administrative
and criminal investigations into the cases of disobedience and abandonment of jobs on the part of the agents.

"The military police will continue providing support to the prison system, to comply with the schedule of visits this week. The Secretariat also examines other judicial and administrative measures that may contribute to the re-establishment of the system routines. It is maintained the understanding that will only be resumed wage when the striker movement meet the Court ruling that determined the return to functional activities," says stretch of note.

Municipários ' strike begins on Thursday
05 de Junho de 2014 - 08h59
Simp elaborates calendar of mobilization; Mayor Eduardo Milk makes announcement on video

The municipários ' strike begins this Thursday afternoon, without any specific act to mark the protest for better wages and working conditions for investments. The direction of the Sindicato dos Municipários de Pelotas (Simp) will be convened to elaborate calendar of mobilization and strengthen the movement. In document forwarded around 12:30 of Tuesday, the servers request new meeting with the Government, but only want to meet if there is advancement in today's proposal of 6.3% of readjustment and $ 10.00 more in food stamps.

Strike may end this Wednesday at the Rio Grande Naval Pole
27 de Maio de 2014 - 19h55

Naval industry representatives agree to grant salary increase of 9.5%; proposal will have to be approved by the

On strike, workers of Rio Grande Naval Pole block the BR-392 in the early morning of Tuesday (photo: Marcus M-DP)

At the end of the afternoon of Tuesday (27) the impasse that reigned in the strike of workers of Rio Grande Naval Pole began moving toward an agreement. The percentage of salary increase of 9.5% claimed by the category was accepted by the employers ' Union. The proposal will be officially presented to officials of companies during Assembly scheduled for the 7:0 this Wednesday (28).

With the proposal, the floor would increase $ 100.00-$ 960,00 to $ 1,060.00. In addition, the food stamps would go from the current $ 260.00 for R $ 340.00. The Vice President of the syndicate of the metalurgists of Rio Grande, dodged hazard a guess about the outcome of the strike movement. According to him, the 9.5% increase in wages does not guarantee that they are
satisfied their claims of workers. "Who’s to say whether it is good or bad is the staff, not the Union."

However, in an interview to Agência Estado, the Union President, Benito Gautam, who was on Tuesday in Rio de Janeiro, in a meeting with representatives of the shipbuilding industry, said he left the meeting "satisfied" with the result. "The new proposal is within the workers wanted," said he to the Agency.

Protest
Sources of the syndicate of the metalurgists of Rio Grande estimate that approximately ten thousand employees stopped working in Naval Pole this Tuesday due to the strike. The strikers blocked the BR-392 in the early morning, causing a long queue of trucks that stretched until the roundabout access to ERS-734. At the meeting held on Monday morning nearly the entire category decided to join the strike after the refusal of companies to grant 9.5% increase. The contingent of workers of polo who receive up to r $ 4.5 thousand represent about 90% of the workforce of the polo.


Other Protests - Rio Grande do Sul

Farmers protest against license plate in the center of the tractor RS
11/12/2014 08:21
Producers of Tupanciretã and Júlio de Castilhos interrupt BR 158

According to the President of the Club friends of the Earth of Tupanciretã, Almir Rebelo de Oliveira, in addition to the demonstration, other actions are underway to avoid the mandatory license plate. "We're not harming the vehicle flow, but we want to show that attempting to license plate will cause agricultural losses to class", explain Oliveira.

The traffic on the sites of protest is being interrupted for a few minutes. The Group distributes materials with information about the causes of the demonstration during the interruption of the flow, according to Oliveira.


Indians protest block ERS 135
08/12/2014
Group wants clarification from Funai on land leases in the North of Rio Grande do Sul

José Ody a group of indigenous reserve of Ventarra Alta, located at 20 kilometers from Erechim, perform the ERS 135 blockades between Erechim and Getúlio Vargas in the Alto
Uruguay. The Road of Military Brigade Command (BM) confirmed that the road closure started at 2:30 pm and is monitoring the traffic on the site.

Are 30 minutes 30 minutes of blocking release of the stretch that has great movement. The command showed that the indigenous Road require FUNAI headquartered in Passo Fundo clarify a case of purported lease of lands in the region. The manifestation of the natives should terminate at 5:30 pm according to the command of BM Road of Erechim.

Till 4:0 pm of Sunday, the natives wouldn’t have received no reply. As the indigenous Road Command has warned it may resume the blockade of the ERS 135, right next to the highway overpass, on Tuesday morning. The movement is peaceful. The highway patrol estimates hundreds of Indians who use two tractors and wagons.

http://www.correiodopovo.com.br/Noticias/543478/Protesto-de-indios-bloqueiam-ERS-135

Protest traffic jams in downtown Porto Alegre

08/12/2014

Group of 120 people asks that repossession is canceled

About 120 people blocked access to Mauá Avenue, in downtown Porto Alegre, on the morning of Monday. The protest of the Urban Occupations Forum calls for canceled a repossession scheduled for this Tuesday, on avenida Juca Baptist, South of the Capital. According to the company’s public transportation and circulation (EPTC), the demonstration hinders traffic on the avenues conception, tatters, João Pessoa and Len.

The location where the repossession is known as Morada dos Ventos and was occupied illegally. The protesters claim the area was unoccupied for a long time. According to one of the leaders of the group, more than 300 families can be dumped from the land occupied in equestrian. The Group wants an audience with the Governor this morning still Genro Monday and promises to not release the Avenue while the claims are not met.

http://www.correiodopovo.com.br/Noticias/543431/Protesto-congestiona-transito-no-Centro-de-Porto-Alegre

Protest gathers dozens in the historic centre of Porto Alegre

15/11/2014

People linked to PSol and social movements were at the book fair

Dozens of people connected with the PSol and social movements met in the afternoon this Saturday in the historic center of Porto Alegre, where occurs the 60th book fair in the Capital. The Group protested against corruption and the Government of President Dilma Rousseff and, at the same time, against the alleged attempt by the opposition of politicizing the debate a day after the seventh stage of car wash Operation of the Federal Police.

“We want to show that we are against the corruption that is going on in the federal Government, but that right cannot use it for a coup. The people have to know that the right is not the way. The right is taking advantage of a situation to try to return to power and make the same mistakes that the Government has committed. We want to be a left-wing alternative to fight corruption is there,” said State representative elected, Pedro Streets.

Also integrated the manifestation ex-candidata Luciana presidential Son-in-law and former candidate for Governor Roberto Robaina.
of manifestation requires justice in the case of Fabricio Farias in Pelotas
Family and friends of a teenager killed in mysterious circumstances performed hiking around town
November 6, 2014-17h30

After releasing balloons and singing some of the favorite songs of the precinct, the Fabricio group followed in walk to São Francisco de Paula Cathedral (photo: Jô Sheet-DP)

"We don’t want the case fall into oblivion," says mother of Fabricius (photo: Jô Sheet-DP)

Armed with banners, balloons and white t-shirts emblazoned with the picture of Fabrício Matos Farias, 16, approximately 50 people held on the afternoon of Thursday (6) a manifestation for agility in investigations surrounding the circumstances of the death of a teenager shot in the head last week.

Shortly before 4:0 pm, the group formed by relatives and friends came out in Ferreira Vianna Avenue walk to the seat of the Public Ministry, where the victim’s mother, Andrea Cruz Matos, 32, and Councilman Edmar fields (DEM)-representative of the Human Rights Commission of the Chamber of Councilmen-were received by the Prosecutor’s assistants José Olavo Steps. "We made a promise that the case will be treated as a priority when it comes to Prosecution," said Andrea. Soon after, the group headed to the front of the Station, responsible for homicide investigations.

Demonstration blocks BR-116 near the clover Fenadoce
25 de Julho de 2014

Protesters demanded the release of access to street Lauro Ribeiro, prevented due to duplication of Highway works

Manifestation in the clover Pellets access by the BR-116 at the time 524 km. (Photo: Jô Sheet-DP)

During the protest were burned tires that forced the highway blockade. (Photo: Jô Sheet-DP)

Residents of the street Lauro Ribeiro, near clover Fenadoce on BR-116, in Pelotas, blocked the highway in protest against the closure of the sole access to the street by Br. two months ago, the National Department of Transportation infrastructure (Dnit) blocked a number of passages in the region to make progress in the process of doubling of 116. The action prevented the entry or exit of residents of Lauro Ribeiro, who now must go through two muretas-one on each side of the busy BR-to catch the bus.

After resorting to various organs such as Dnit, Federal Highway police, cargo transport and City Hall, this Friday the community decided to obstruct the passage on the highway by firing in tires. Thus, the 3:45 pm to 4:45 pm vehicles that drive on it by 116 between the interchanges of Fenadoce and Lisbon Avenue, in Pelotas, could not travel, forming a queue of cars. "We didn’t want to have reached that point, but without avail," argues the retired Jorge Farias, 42, one of the leaders of the demonstration.
According to him, since access to the street was locked, ambulances and taxis were unable to get in place, causing problems for the population. "Thursday a ambulance was looking for a way in and only managed to come by the Salso. The person could have died," says the merchant Ieda Barbosa, 45. After that, the residents decided to take the protest further, claiming also structural improvements in the small village. "No us lamp posts, the street is full of holes and now taken our right to come and go. We are abandoned. 

During the manifest, a team the Dnit went to the spot and promised to listen to the demands of the community for further analysis. According to representative of the organ-he preferred not to identify until Monday this should give a reply to the residents without, however, promise an immediate solution."We want to ensure the safety of users in General. This is our main objective. 

If the Dnit don't give a positive feedback to the population by Monday, residents promise a new protest.

Indigenous teachers protest at the Presidential Palace
29 de Outubro de 2014

Leaders complained about the lack of infrastructure in schools and of violation of law

Indicate Correct Comment back into manifestation in front of the Presidential Palace, indigenous teachers charged on Wednesday (29) of President Dilma Rousseff compliance guidelines for indigenous education guaranteed by the Federal Constitution. The leaders of the demonstration complained about the lack of infrastructure in schools and of violation of law, which guarantees to indigenous education with respect to traditional values of communities.

About 100 indigenous people participated in the protest. A Commission, composed of six leaders and a lawyer, entered the Palace for a meeting with representatives of the General Secretariat of the Presidency of the Republic, responsible for liaison with the social movements.

According to the leader Agnaldo Pataxó mm-Hmm-whales are frequent between, the claims range from improvements in classrooms to increase indigenous teachers salaries. "The Ministry of education (MEC) has good resolutions, the problem is compliance. Have relatives studying under trees, in farinheiras, in deplorable situations. Have teachers who receive $ 600 a month and there are some who don’t get anything. 

Moradores of rural protest for better roads
July 2, 2014-10h42

A group of about 30 residents of Mount beautiful and Vila Nova are blocking this momento bloquearam avenida Bento Gonçalves, in the Centre of pellets. The protest occurred as leaders of various rural districts gathered with the Rural Development Secretary of Pelotas, Charles Benedict to ask for improvements on the roads of the interior. According to Benedict, was determined as a priority the rehabilitation of roads in both the Rural and the urban area. It was decided by the residents, that the Secretariat has 15 days to act on the countryside, in case this does not occur, there is possibility of standstill in educational and health network.

"Since last week various schools are without classes because the transport cannot get students", justifies the professor Marco Antônio Chagas. On the morning of Wednesday (2) to reach the center of the city, the motorcade took approximately 20 minutes to traverse the final five kilometres of the road of Mount Beautiful.
The school principal Marechal Rondon attended and represented the rural community, according to him, this is the third time that residents and staff of schools and health posts forward requests to the Secretariat and the problem of roads is not resolved. This was the reason for the protest, to get greater attention on the part of the Executive. "On Tuesday night our transport jammed and students arrived home after midnight and we had to halt the classes on the night shift,” laments the Director.

Among the demonstrators were students like Matthew Goentz, 13, a student in sixth grade school Nestor in Crochemore Elisha Vila Nova, which since Thursday (26) no school because of the bad state of the roads. "They say that the micro does not get through because of the rain, but they say it will rain all winter. So what will it be? We won't have any more classes until the end of winter? ”, complains.

g==

Students and technicians from Furg protesting against Ebserh
27 de Junho de 2014
Hospital staff and University students of Furg expressed with banners and signs on Campus Paths

The subject is gaining space among the most diverse sectors of society. The entrance of the University Hospital Doctor Miguel Riet Correa Junior was debated in a public hearing before the Board of Aldermen on Thursday night (26) and, on Friday, students and staff went to the campus of the Universidade Federal do Rio Grande (Furg) protest.

The reason for the mobilisation comes into agreement with what the National Front Against the privatisation of health argues: the entry into the Brazilian hospital services (Ebserh) would be a way to privatize the health system. To aggravate the situation about 500 employees of HU would be excused from its activities. The University Administration claims that the process is not understood as a model of privatization, since the Administration would be of a public company.
**Municipários protest in front of the City Hall**  
22 de Maio de 2014  
Members of the MST and Sanep servers also participate in the mobilization

On Friday there will be a March with output of the Altar of the fatherland. (Photo: Paulo Rossi-DP) Members of the Landless Movement (MST), Sanep servers and Simp. carry out protest in front of the Municipal Administration, as provided for by the schedule approved in Parliament last week by the servers. The demonstration began at 2:00 pm and concentrated hundreds of people in front of the Palace.

Amid posters and rent sound, protesters claim mainly wage readjustment. On Friday will be held a March, with output of the Altar of the fatherland, on Avenida Bento Gonçalves, at 3:00 pm.

A new round of negotiation will be held next Monday (26) with the municipal government.

Wait for more information

---

**Brasilia, Distrito Federal – Strikes**

Drivers and collectors of Pioneer road do not end hunger strike  
Halt promises another day of chaos in public transport  
11/10/2014

Union meets with officials in the garages of Pioneer Road

On Monday (11), ida to work will again be complicated for those who depend on public transportation in the DF. Without an agreement between the DFTrans and the company Pioneer Road, the road stoppage continues. Are employees with salary and benefits (such as food stamps, for example) for the month of October late. This morning, the Road ' Union, if reuné with Pioneer workers in the garages from the company to guide them over the strike and warn that, at any time, so the corporate meetings do pay, they must return to the activities.

One of the directors of the syndicate, Leandro Machado, responsible for Santa Maria and Range, ensures that, once the money is deposited, everyone goes to work. Similarly, the Pioneering Road awaits the deposit on the part of the Government. The company is responsible for 2 Basin, which covers the express in Range and DF in Santa Maria and regular public transport of the Paranoá, of San Sebastian, of Candangolândia, of South Lake, the Botanical Garden, the Itapoá and part of Park Way.

http://www.correioweb.com.br/page/resultado/?q=Greve

---

**Bus strike still affect residents in at least eight cities**

12/9/2014 07

Urbi and the pioneer managed to pay the workers, but the Marshal still awaits that salaries are deposited today. MCS and alternative does not have prediction about when they return to work

The situation for those who depend on the bus to go to work began to be normalized, but residents of at least eight Federal District cities still face difficulty on Tuesday (9/12). After five
days of torture, on the afternoon of Monday (8/12), road of Pioneer and Urbi decided to resume activities, after the urban transport of the Federal District (DFTrans) transferred r $ 30 million to companies that operate the service in the capital. However, today, the passengers of Ceilândia, Guara, Taguatinga and Águas Claras and Park Way must still confront the lack of collectives. The Marshal failed to make transfers to workers. And they are emphatic: only return when the money in your bank account.


With wages delayed, outsourced workers block Eixo Monumental
12/11/2014

They are demanding the payment of back wages, food stamps and transport, in addition to the 13th salary

About a thousand employees of contractors who provide services to the Federal District Government agencies block the two senses of the Monumental axis, since this Thursday morning (11/12). Traffic is complicated at various points in the central region of Brasília. They started the demonstration at 8:0, opposite the Palace of Buriti, on another day of paralysis by failing to pay wages.

The S1 (of the Court of Justice of the Federal District and territories) and N1 (the Buriti Palace) are closed since at 11:0. More than 170 military police make the safety of public agencies and try to alleviate confusion.

Today the Chief Minister of the General Secretariat of the Presidency of the Republic, Gilberto Carvalho, ensured that "the federal Government has done what it is possible to give the Governor Laja, the Federal District Government, whatever the Governor, the resources to which he is entitled to that he can finish his mandate. Is the only issue that I can comment on that. On our part there has been a partnership that would with any Governor as there have been with any State Governor who has next to Union resources and we're doing some transfers due processes. And we hope that with this the Governor Laja can finish his mandate. "

According to the Union of category, they ask for the payment of back wages, food stamps and transport, in addition to the 13th salary. Changes have been made in traffic for that drivers make detours the stadium Nacional Mané Garrincha, meaning Palace of Buriti and the JK Memorial, sense Esplanada dos Ministérios.

The Union of Employees in companies of Neatness, storage, temporary work, provision of services and Outsourced Services (Sindiserviços-DF) claims that the payment should have been made until 5 December. According to the category, the works will only be resumed once the GDF do the transfers.

On Wednesday (10/12), the outsourced also made protesto. Later, representatives of the Sindiserviços-DF were received by Government departments and on the farm, which had promised a meeting today to inform when it made the payment to the companies.
The Farm Bureau informs that the meeting with the Sindserviços-DF was scheduled for today, but the folder needed clear due to another meeting convened by the Governor of the DF, Agnelo Queiroz, at the official residence, in clear water. The meeting would be rescheduled, but no date set.

Health servers end strike, after payment of all wages in all, 12 contractors are stops throughout the DF for lack of payment. According to the Director of the Sindiserviços-DF, Eli Carlos Rocha, are 70 thousand employees without pay. "The companies argue that there is no payment forecast because the Government passes the money".

Brasília in debt
The drop in revenue and increased spending on personnel explain the troubled end of the current Government. In 2014, the local Executive has $ 10.5 billion in payment of public employees and outsourced workers, totaling 54% of the collection. Four years ago, the GDF has used $ 5.3 billion for this purpose. To listen to experts in the mail, granting wage increases without financial impact study undertaken management accounts Agnelo Queiroz (PT).


Road strike leaves fans no bus this Saturday
7/5/2014

Subway records intense movement. Alternative transport drivers take advantage of the stoppage to Bill high on top of the passengers

Passengers use pirate transport to get to work

Saturday (5/7) is complicated for those who depend on public transportation in the Federal District. With the shutdown of many unsuspecting fans road followed the walk from the bus station of the pilot plan to the Estádio Mané Garrincha. The strike also left many people unable to work and opened space for the pirates, who usually charge more for passage and offer risk. The bus station of the pilot plan is deserted, while subway stations register intense movement.

The businessman Fernando Klein, 36 years old, and his friend Gustavo Pedrosa, 39, claim that parked near the Conjunto Nacional and walking to the bus station, hoping to catch a bus. Moments later is that you heard about the outage and continued walking. "It’s frustrating, because they had spoken that the Government had a plan to ensure bus for the fans," lamented Gustavo Pedrosa.

http://www.correioebraziliense.com.br/app/noticia/cidades/2014/07/05/interna_cidadesdf,436116/greve-de-rodoviarios-deixa-torcedores-sem-onibus-neste-sabado.shtml

Brasilia, Distrito Federal – Other Protests

After protest on BR-040, DFTrans cancels changes in Expressed DF
12/2/2014 10:40

Since Saturday, public transport users who followed the Range or of Santa Maria until the cruise, Guará, Lago Sul, Núcleo Bandeirante, Paranoá, SAAN, SIA, SMU or Southwest integration terminals should be used (BRT) to get to the bus station of the pilot plan.
After one of the directors of the DFTrans state that would cancel the changes announced at the weekend to express DF, the population has released via

After more than four hours of protest from Express users DF, which closed the highway BR-040 and prevented the flow of vehicles towards pilot plan next to the terminal of the BRT South, urban transport in the Federal District (DFTrans) announced the cancellation of the changes in the integration, announced last Saturday (29/11).

Protest gathers 10 thousand; Group threatens to invade Congress by main entrance

Despite the shock troop siege, PM failed to prevent thousands of people occupy the ramp of the Legislative House. Police used tear gas to disperse group that tried to invade the inside of the building

By nightfall in Brasilia, youth occupied throughout the central lawn in front of the Congress
The protest began as a peaceful demonstration in Brasilia, on the afternoon of Monday (17/6), gained contours of war at night. The ramp of the National Congress was taken by thousands of demonstrators. In the confusion, a glass of the building ended up broken. They had occupied the Summit platform and, shortly thereafter, arrived at the main access of the Legislative House. The invasion by the cloakroom was dispersed by police with tear gas and pepper spray. The protesters chanted: "Hey, soldier, coming to our side". The PM confirmed that 10 000 people participated in the "March of the Vinegar"-the name refers to the substance used by young people to counteract the effects of the tear gas. Traffic was chaotic in the Centre of the capital of the country.

Thousands of demonstrators are protesting in Belo Horizonte, Sao Paulo, Rio and Brasilia

Demonstrators from across the country share photos of the protest on Instagram

In a statement, the DF Government treats protests as "normal events"

International sites resonate demonstrations throughout Brazil

Prosecutors of the DF investigates the use of rubber bullets in protest

Protesters in Brasilia attempt to unify to dialogue with Government

Protesters compare invasion of Congress the Diretas Já movement about 500 officers tried to contain the mass. They were with guns equipped with rubber bullets, but not made use of the equipment. Unlike other protests, the riot police did not assume the front line on containment of young people. The elite of the PM followed the move by the side of Congress. Around 11:00 pm, the movement began to lose strength. At midnight, there were no more movement of demonstrators in the coat room. The March organizers promise a new Act, even bigger, to next Thursday (6/20), at 5:30 pm, with concentrations in the bus station of the pilot plan. An impasse between House and Senate Presidents came to halt the police strategy.

The Chief of the Military House of the Governorate, Colonel Rogerio Silva Lion, and the Commander of the PM, Colonel Jooziel de Melo Freire organized police force. In the opinion of the Chief of the Operational Department of the PM, Colonel Jair Wolf, the lack of leadership hindered dialogue. "The absence of leaders constituted a negotiation we can prevent," he said. The command of PM from various battalions men mobilized the Federal District to reinforce the siege to the members of the protest. After negotiation, demonstrators began to leave the platform, circa 7:50 pm, up the ramp, but part of the group headed to the cloakroom. Andrew Vargas, President of the Chamber, said that the police failed.

At first, they tried to get into the side of the building, but PMs avoided. Almost simultaneously, other people have managed to bypass security and climbing on the roof of the building. They also occupied the ground floor from outside the House. Group broke the first glazing Vice-Presidency of the House and the ramp was shaking with the weight of the protesters.

Sang the national anthem and shouted slogans. The main targets are the President of the Senate, Renan Calheiros (PMDB-AL), Senator José Sarney (PMDB-PA) and Congressman Marco Feliciano (PSC/SP). Other questions, such as the end of the secret ballot and corruption also guided the placards held by the demonstrators. At the end of the day, the GDF has disclosed in note that considered the protest "normal events".
